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To Whom It May Concern: 

RECEIVED 
APR 18 2012 

City of BeHingham 
.Planmng 

We are the owners of property within the boundaries of the proposed draft BMC 20.37 Urban 

Village for Fairhaven zoning proposal. While we are pleased to see most of the changes 

proposed within the RT -4 area, we do have concerns about the restrictions of the retail in the 

RT-4 area. Om property at the comer of 14th and Old Fairhaven Parkway is located at an 

important east en try to Fairhaven and we can envision complimentary uses for Fairhaven, such 

as art galleries, organic garden markets, and or outdoor recreation vendors to attract tourists 
and celebrate the flavor of the Northwest. 

We object to the proposed 2,000 sq. ft. of gross floor area per non-residential use for new 

development because we believe it is too restrictive to attract business tenants. There are 

already many rules in place to restrict the size and character of the business/building including 

parking regulations, lot coverage regulations and a mandated Fairhaven Architectural 

Committee review. One business needing 4000 or 5000 sq. ft. may have less neighborhood 

impact than two 2000 sq. ft. businesses. It depends upon the business. 

We have included the description from another jurisdiction that has worked well in preserving 

their neighborhood flavor using the terminology of "formula business". U you would like to 

discuss any of our comments further, we will be glad to offer any clarification. 

Anne Cantrell and Marta Brand 

Fairhaven land owners 



Zion Zoning Excerpt 

FORMULA RESTAURANT OR DELICATESSEN: A business which is required by contractual or other 
arrangement to provide any of the following: substantially identical named menu items, packaging, food 
preparation methods, employee uniforms, interior decor, signage, exterior design, or name as any other 
restaurant or delicatessen in any other location. 10-22-3: USES PROHIBITED: 

Subject to the provisions of section I 0-21-1 of this title, the following uses are recognized to be incompatible 
with the general plan, because of the limited amount of private land available within the town's boundaries; the 
large size or scale required of such uses; excessive noise, odor or light emissions; their excessive use of 
limited resources and the undue burden they place on public utilities and services, or because they are of a 
character hereby found to be in conflict with the town's general plan: 

Amusement arcades, theme parks or water parks. 

Automobile repair (major) and automobile dealerships. 

Bowling alleys or skating rinks. 

Circuses or carnivals. 

Drive-in theaters. 

Formula restaurants and formula delicatessens. 

Heavy industrial and manufacturing uses. 

Helipads, helistops, and heliports. 

Junkyards. 

Landing strips or airports for aircraft. 

Mini-golf courses and driving ranges with floodlights. 

Mining, quarries or gravel pits. 

Recreational vehicle parks and/or campgrounds. 

Shooting clubs or ranges. 

Shopping malls. 

Storage establishments. 

Wholesale stores. 

Town of Springdale 

THOMAS DANSIE, AICP Director of Community Development 435-772-3434 

www spnngdaletown com 



Chuck Robinson 
<chuck@villagebooks.com> 

04/19/2012 03:33 PM 

Dear Planning Commissioners, 

To planningcommission@cob.org 

cc Kelli Linville <mayorsoffice@cob.org>, Aucutt Greg 
<gaucutt@cob.org>, planning@cob.org 

bee 

Subject Fairhaven Urban Village Plan 

My wife Dee and I have been business owners in Fairhaven since 1980. we 
operate Village Books and Paper Dreams, and live above our bookstore in the 
center of the commercial core. I am a party of record in the Fairhaven Urban 
Village planning process. 

First, I woul d like to thank everyone who has been i nvolved in the planning 
efforts t o date- -neighborhood residents, merchants, property owners and city 
staff. I believe that, after several years of gathering and analyzing 
information, the planning department has proposed a plan that--with some 
adjustments--is in keeping with the city's comprehensive plan, will meet the 
requirements of the Growth Management Act, and will serve as a guide for the 
development of Fairhaven over the coming decades. I share with many other 
business owners in Fairhaven the goal of creating a vibrant and economically 
sustainable commercial core that will continue to serve the entire region. we 
believe this plan goes a long way to helping make that goal a reality. 

As a tier one urban village, Fairhaven requires the ability to develop a 
density that will support it's commercial core. The proposed height limits, 
for the most part, make that economically feasible. The building that was 
built for us in 2004 is only marginally economically sustainable, and it is 
unlikely that building could be built today. Buildings with greater capacity 
that can spread the cost of construction over more tenants stand a much better 
chance of sustaining small, local businesses and providing more residential 
density. Crucial to any tier one urban village is the existence of a grocery 
store. It seems appropriate to include the Fairhaven Market within the Urban 
Village boundary. 

The one major, and absolutely necessary, component that is missing from the 
proposal is a comprehensive p a rking plan. While there is a good assess ment of 
current capacity, there is no designation of trigger points for further 
addressing parking issues or a plan for how future parking would be financed. 
The Parking District, as the study indicates, has served as a positive 
mechanism for addressing past parking issues, and should be considered in 
addressing future parking needs. I suggest that the Fairhaven Urban Village 
Plan be adopted, but only become effective once a comprehensive parking plan 
has been developed. I suggest that the Mayor appoint and convene a task 
force, composed of representatives of the Fairhaven Neighbors, Old Fairhaven 
Association and the Fairhaven Village Association to develop such a plan and 
present it at a time certain (likely w.i.Lh.i.n three to six months). I also 
request that the public record remain open during that time to receive 
additional input on the p l an. 

Thank you to the commissioners for your attention, and for your hard work on 
behalf of the entire community. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Robinson 
Village Books/Paper Dreams 



Locally Owned & Independently Operated Since 1980 
1200 11th Street 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
(360)671-2626 
www.villagebooks.com 
Blog: http : //villagebooksblogs . typepad.com/village_ books_ blog/ 
Follow Us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/villagebksbham 
facebook fan page: http:/ /www .facebook.com/villagebooks 



Barbara Burk Zielstra 
11 28 Finnegan Way 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
April 19, 2012 

Bellingham Planning Commission 
21 0 Lottie St. 
Bellingham, WA 98225 

Dear Commissioners, 
For over 21 years as a business owner and owner of two commercial properties, I have 
enjoyed Fairhaven and I have participated actively in this planning process for a year and 
a half. A major conflict between the plan goals and regulations concerns me. 

In the plan, Goal is defined, " A desired outcome that is envisioned, planned for and 
committed to." Plan goals include: 

1 ) Promote historic preservation and compatible new development; Design Review 
District Goals and Policies 

2) Protect the investment and achievements of current progerty owners: Design 
Review District Goals and Policies 

3) Encourage well-designed new construction that respects the scale of existing 
buildings Design Review District Goals and Policies 

4) Building height limits should reflect the 11 district urban village" designation, 
the natural togography (especially at the terminus of Finnegan Way), the scale of 
existing historic buildings. and the interface between the Commercial Core and adjacent 
residential areas. Commercial Core Goals and Policies (Policy 2.7) 

5) Buildings should not be monolithic in scale or greatly contrast with those seen 
traditionally in Fairhaven. Massing and Articulation 

6) The Fairhaven Neighborhood strongly supports building and site design that 
complements and enhances the surrounding neighborhood areas, especially in regard to 
building height. bulk. and appearance. Development Character and Design 

7) Protect the investment of property owners by encouraging new construction 
that respects and relates to the scale of existing buildings Design Standards? (#4) 

These seven goals reflect the importance of the existing Fairhaven village and our desire 
that Fairhaven retain its character as new development occurs. The regulations are the 
manor in which those goals are realized. Yet the regulations have focused on increasing 
heights in all areas of the Commercial Core. 
Table .330-A: Standard Development Regulations Maximum Height 
Historic District: 4 stories and 56'(5)(6)(7)(9). Historic Influence Area: 6 stories and 66' (5)(6)(8 

Our goals state repeatedly that new buildings must be in scale with existing Fairhaven, 
so I ask you, " Is a 66' tall building really compatible when surrounded by 35' buildings? 
Does a 66' tall structure respect the scale of existing 35' buildings?" 

In addition to our 17 historic buildings (76% of which are 35' or less), 36 new buildings 
have been built in the past 20 years and only 7 are over 35'. Three quarters of 
Fairhaven , "what is seen traditionally in Fairhaven". rests at 35' or less. Even our tallest 



historic building, the Waldron, does not reach 66', as measured by City building 
standards. 

As you review this plan with its height increases, you may recall the City's topographical 
map (Fairhaven Building Heights (Existing Conditions), which contains erroneous heights, 
as these measurements do not follow the City's standard for measuring building heights. 
Inflated heights are due to measuring in the middle of a building, which rests on a hill. 
This is not how the City determines building heights when a building permit is sought. 
This map distorts the scale of existing buildings by inflating the heights. 2 new buildings 
on 11 th, show 37 and 43, these are both built to 35' from 11 th St. Fairhaven Gardens is 
shown to be 41 ', but it is built to 33' from Finnegan Way. Given this form of 
measurement, a new 66' building would be 7 4' not 66'. Since building heights are a 
critical issue for Fairhaven, it is essential that our measurements be consistent and 
accurate, otherwise they mean nothing. This map may lead you to misinterpret the scale 
of existing structures in Fairhaven. 

NO BUILDINGS TALLER THAN 35' exist N of Mill Ave., which interfaces with residential 
South Hill and an area in which 5 new brick buildings have been constructed within the 
past 12 years. Yet the new regulations will now allow a near doubling in height in this 
area. This CANNOT be seen as "compatible /preserving /protect ing /respecting I 
complementing /enhancing the scale of existing buildings" (all goals in t he plan) Nor can 
it be seen as protecting the investment and achievements of current property owners (a 
twice stated goal) as it will considerably devalue the new condos, with protected water 
views, N. of Mill Ave. And, yes, we will still have our views if a 35' building is built at 1 Qth 
and 11 th and Mill Ave. despite what is written in the EIS checklist. (The view west of Bellingham 
Bay from the Fairhaven Gardens development on the northeast comer of 1111 Street and Mill Avenue could be blocked by 
a currently allowed 35' tall building." (Checklist p. 14, item 10.c.) 

Following the plan's policy (#4), "Building height limits should reflect the natural 
topogra~,'' a 66' building, at 1 Qth and Mill, the foot of the hill, double the 35' height of 
uphill buildings, would not be permitted. But the regulations allow this contradiction. 

Following the policy (#4), "reflect the scale of existing historic buildings," a 66' building 
at 11 th and Mill, would not be allowed as it would overwhelm the existing historic 
structure, Kulshan, across the street, yet, again, the regulations allow this contradiction. 

As the plan states, "Fairhaven is endowed with a unique sense of place derived from its 
waterfront location offering spectacular views of and access to wooded areas and the 
shoreline of Bellingham Bay, and a built environment with a turn-of-the-2Qth century 
character, offering a warm texture and intimate scale. Carefully planned growth is 
essential to maintaining the quality of life." The Area Today 

For those of us who care for Fairhaven, t hese must be more than just words in a plan, 
we must strive to achieve our goals or Fairhaven will cease to be the charming village 
with "intimate scale" we call home. 

Our goals - desired outcomes that are envisioned, planned for and committed to. 
Let the regulations match our goals. Keep buildings, esp. N of Mill Ave, at 
current heights, 3 5'. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~"'4' Barbara ~;;;els 



D, .. ,[] ~ As7oci~tes~ln~ 
~ 1008 16th St r ee t 

0 0 Bellingham , WA 98225 

Mr. Tom Barrett, Chairman 
Bellingham Planning & Development Commission 
210 Lottie Street 
Bellingham, WA 98225 

Chairman Barrett and Planning Commissioners: 

Re: DRAFT FAIRHAVEN URBAN VILLAGE PLAN 

3 6 0 • 2 2 4 • 6 3 1 7 
bill@billgeyer.com 
www . bill geye r. com 

April 19, 2012 

COMMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE HASKELL CORPORATION 

We represent The Haskell Corporation, owners of undeveloped property along the 
south side of Harris Avenue at 5th Street all within Area 1-3 of the draft Fairhaven 
Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan (FNUVP). 

The Haskell family has lived in Bellingham for over one century and The Haskell 
Corporation has owned the Harris Avenue site for more than 35 years. The City of 
Bellingham current zoning is Industrial, Area 4 of the Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan. 
The site presently has the right to develop for a broad mix of commercial and industrial 
uses in accordance with the Bellingham Municipal Code. The Haskell property is a 
unique location within the Urban Village boundary that is flat, with arterial frontage, 
immediate access to all utilities, adjacent to the regional transportation hub (rail, intercity 
buses, and ferries), buffered from residential areas to the south, and has prominent 
views opportunities in all directions. The Haskell site is a great opportunity for the 
economic vitality of Fairhaven and all of Bellingham. 

The FNUVP March 2012 draft is an improvement from prior versions. The current draft 
recognizes the obvious local and regional market Fairhaven serves, which is why the 
Bellingham Comprehensive Plan designates Fairhaven as a Tier 1 Urban Village. The 
current draft includes land use policies to encourage appropriate development, and we 
support those efforts. However, achieving the vision requires clear development 
regulations with a predictable review process. The current 31 year old Neighborhood 
Plan coupled with the existing City Code (BMC Title 20) is a complex and contradictory 
set of regulations. Over the years, our client has spent many hours at great cost to 
design projects compliant with City zoning, only to meet significant challenges to minor 
design details that stop the permit review process. Amendments to the current draft 
FNUVP will avoid this problem as follows: 

Page 15 - Design Review Area #3 designated as Industrial Influence. The related 
design review ordinance should specifically state design review is for non-industrial 
uses and does not apply to industrial uses. The cost to build an industrial use to a 
higher commercial design standard makes an industrial use impractical at this location. 



Comment Letter on behalf of The Haskell Corporation 
To Bellingham Planning & Development Commission 

Draft Fairhaven UVP (March 2012 ver.) 

Page 20- Policy 2.9 recommends some limited mixed use development in Area 1-2, the 
Port-owned property next to Padden Estuary north of the Haskell site. The Port 
property is further restricted by Shoreline regulations, so a fu ll range of mixed uses, 
including residential and hotels, is better suited for the Haskell property. 

Page 20 - Modify Policy 2.18 to not apply to industrial uses on the Haskell property, but 
otherwise applies to all non-industrial uses. 

Page 21 - The description for Area 1-3 should be amended to permit a full range of 
residential uses including hotels. As the largest undeveloped site within the FNUVP 
boundary, the Haskell site provides the best opportunity for mixed-use development. 
The last paragraph of Area 1-3 notes the Critical Areas Ordinance will determine buffers 
for Padden Creek. The Haskell Corporation participated in the original land swaps that 
created the Larrabee Street buffers. The purpose was to buffer the residential areas to 
the south as well as provide trail linkages to the west. The FNUVP should be amended 
to document the buffer is sufficient to achieve the separation between Area 1-3 and the 
adjacent uses. 

Page 35 - The transportation section should explore closing 6th Street from Harris to 
Donovan (or minimally Harris to Larrabee) to further buffer the residential area to the 
south from non-residential traffic. 

Page 40 & 41 - The Harris Avenue street standard should provide for an 8' wide 
sidewalk on the south side with diagonal parking, and provide a 2-way separated bike 
path on the north side of the Harris Avenue right-of-way. This takes the bike path out of 
the auto travel lanes and places it closer to the estuary and ferry terminal. 

Regarding the Development Regulations proposed for BMC 20.37, we reviewed Table 
.330-A, footnote (9) which references Figure .330-C height restrictions. The current 
language restricts building height to 3 stories and 42 feet along a 100' wide swath of the 
extended McKenzie Avenue right-of-way south of Padden Creek. The location is 
Haskell property that currently has an unlimited height restriction. The proposed 
language not only imposes a new restriction, but works directly against the Area 1-3 land 
use policies to encourage development of the Haskell property. The proposed height 
limit of 42 feet through the middle of the Haskell property causes great damage to 
economically develop the site. The 100' wide height restriction area on the Haskell site 
should be removed from the FNUVP. 

Regarding the Design Standards proposed for BMC 20.25, page 30 includes a standard 
for building walls within 15' of a property line abutting a residential zone be red brick 
masonry. The south property line of the Haskell property abuts the Larrabee Street 
buffer which provides a substantial buffer from residences further south. The design 

Page 2 o.f3 



Comment Letter on behalf of The Haskell Corporation 
To Bellingham Planning & Development Commission 

Draft Fairhaven UVP (March 2012 ver.) 

guideline requiring red brick masonry should not apply to the Haskell's southern 
property line. Page 30 should also be amended to clarify the commercial standards do 
not apply to industrial uses in Area 1-3. 

Other areas for additional improvement to the FNUVP draft include: 

A. Storm water management - City and State regulations create obstacles for urban 
village development as more land is consumed for on-site storm water facilities. 
Fairhaven is a good candidate for regional detention or water quality treatment 
facilities to benefit multiple properties. Alternatives should be considered and 
proposed within the UVP utility section and the capital improvement section. 

B. Transportation - Public Works staff stated the current arterial system is adequate to 
serve Fairhaven. Language in the Transportation section should more clearly affirm 
this conclusion; Additional language should be added confirming the importance of 
the existing truck route serving the waterfront. 

C. Mixed Uses - Haskell supports a broad mix of commercial, industrial and residential 
uses on their site. The current staff draft encourages mixed uses in other locations, 
such as Port property, however the Haskell site is best suited for new development 
of this type. The draft UVP should be amended to reflect this opportunity. 

D. Building Heights - Regulations adopted in other urban villages (Fountain District, 
Samish Way) allow building heights taller than those proposed by staff in the 
Fairhaven UVP. More appropriate building heights for Fairhaven should be provided 
within the proscriptive design regime recommended above. 

Additional comments will be offered at future hearings and work sessions. The Haskell 
Corporation should remain designated as a Party of Record as the City continues its 
wor~ on the Fairhaven Urban Village Plan. Their mailing address is PO Box 917, 
Bellingham, WA 98227. We request the written record remain open so that our clients 
can respond to the evolving document. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

i2~~~v--
Geyer & Associates, u<c. 
360.738.2836 office/ 360.224.6317 cell 

Cc: Greg Aucutt, AICP, Senior Planner 
Mayor Kelli Linville 
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Bellingham Planning Commission 
Planning and Community Development 
City ofBcllingham 
210 Lollie St. 
Bellingham. WA 98225 

RE: Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan 

Dear Planning Commission Members: 

~coMc0 
<&>~ = ~ 

ASSOCIATION 

Thank you for the opportunity to present comments on the Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan. The following comments are 
submillcd in an effort to promote consistency in city policies and encourage the faster implementation of bicycle-friendly 
amenities in our neighborhoods. 

The past fow years have seen the Bellingham City Council moving rapidly toward the implementation of infrastructure to 
improve bicycle access to key components of Bellingham's neighborhoods. Many of us who live and work in those 
neighborhoods that have benefited from the additional infrastructure immediately notice that most of the provisions concerning 
bicycling in Fairhaven dil1er from the policies enunciated by the City Council in approving and financing infrastructure projects 
in other neighborhoods. 

To facilitate policy implementation city-wide, we would request that the Planning Commission make specific findings 
concerning the following issues: 

I) Oran Policy 5.4 provides, '·Add bicycle lanes on arterial streets outside of the commercial core where physical space 
allows and add bicycle parking facilities throughout the Fairhaven Urban Village." One of the foundations of 
encouraging people to use alternative transportation is by demonstrating the safe and efficient use of modes, other than 
motor vehicles, to complete the everyday trips an individual requires. If Bellingham is to encourage the use of bicycles 
for everyday activities such as shopping or commuting, then the recommendation lo place bicycle routes out of 
shopping and employment centers is entirely misplaced. Indeed, Bellingham's own Transportation Visions in the 
Bellingham Comprehensive Plan support this view. The full expression of the draft's naws is contained in Policy 5.5 
which actually suggests creating a "bicycle bypass route" avoiding the Fairhaven commercial core. 

Transportation Vision 3 explicitly states that Bellingham envisions bicycling faci li ties that connect residential areas 
with work, education, and recreation throughout the town. Bellingham Comp. Pltm, Trans., pg. T-71. The vision 
further provides that bicycling " flourishes" as a transportation alternative "using facilities that are well lit and are built 
and maintained to allow year-round, all-weather use. and allow sate on and off-street travel." Id. Given the specific 
problems noted in the draft plan, it would also appear that the rationale for encouraging additional bicycling facilities in 
the downtown core would be equally appropriate in the Fairhaven commercial core as bicycling "reduces the need for 
new parking spaces while decreasing the congestion, noise and pollution caused by motorized traffic." Bellingham 
Comp. Plan, Trans. TV-8, pg. T-72. 

The Bellingham City Council has committed itself to finding and repairin~ sections of the bicycle plans that are 
missing from various segments of the community. In 2008. the Council moved forward with an ambitious plan to 
install bicycle lanes on Cornwall Ave to connect the various neighborhoods north of the downtown business district to 
the employment and commercial centers in the City core. Most recently, the Council moved forward with a plan to 
connect the Birchwood, Columbia and Eldridge neighborhoods. including Bellingham Technical College. to the 
Cordata Neighborhood and Whatcom Community College by linking the Bakerview bicycle corridor to those areas 
using soon-to-be-complete dedicated bicycle lanes on Nonhwest Avenue. 

The City had previously stated that there was sufficient justification for not extending the bicycle lanes on I 21
h Street 

due to "the presence of high-demand on-street parking [and] no physical space to add marked bicycle lanes .... This is 
a common shared mode situation in busy, mixed use urban environments." See, Draft Plan, pg. 39. However. as 
detailed in the Transpo Group report that you have been provided. the bulk of the parking constraints was in the 

Office: (360) 67 1-5477 • Fax: (360) 734-9684 • 3317 Northwest Ave., Bellingh~un, WA 98225 • email: info@wcar.net \V\Vw.wcar.nel 
lB 
REALTOR® 



commercial core (94-97% utilization) whereas parking a couple blocks away (400-600 feet), was underutilized by 
almost 50%. The City's stated goals with regard to transportation include shifting modes from motorized vehicles to 
pedestrian and bicycle modes. If we are to truly achieve this goal, the city must have the courage to move forward as in 
other neighborhoods and remove parking, which only encourages vehicle use, in favor of improvements that encourage 
desirable modes of transport . 

. Fairhaven has a blatant missing link in its bicycle facilities in that the bicycle lanes that currently extend along the 
Boulevard/Finnegan/12th Street corridor terminate one block before Harris Ave and do not meet the bicycle lanes that 
extend down Old Fairhaven Parkway/Donovan/I 0th Street. The plan, as proposed, does not complete this missing link 
as desired by Transportation Goal T-16, Bellingham Comp. Plan, Trans. TG-1 6, pg. T-73, but instead ignores that goal 
and the visions by rerouting bicyclists from the commercial core into the surrounding residential streets along a route 
that is not only removed from the most efficient route, but also over terrain that is unappealing for most amateur 
bicyclists. As most bicyclists will naturally gravitate toward the bay and the Boulevard as they enjoy their bicycle trip 
to Fairhaven, it seems only logical that the City would facilitate the completion of that trip by providing a safe and 
efficient route leading to the commercial core that is the heart and soul of this neighborhood. 

2) Policy 5.5 provides, "Explore the feasibility .. . [of] a bicycle bypass route using 14th street. 14th Street parallels 
Fairhaven's eastern boundary and passes through South Hill, Happy Valley, and South neighborhoods, all adjacent to 
Fairhaven." As noted above, the connectivity between bicycle routes is a stated goal in the Bellingham Comprehensive 
Plan. The Council's dedication to this concept was recently reiterated when, as justification for the installation of 
dedicated bicycle lanes on Northwest Avenue, the Council cited the need to not only link the educational and 
commercial centers along Northwest and Bakerview Roads, but to provide that necessary link between the urban 
environment on the West side of Bellingham with the rural areas of Whatcom County on the north side of Bakerview 
Road. Likewise, there should be a distinct link between the dedicated bicycle lanes on I 21h Street and the dedicated 
bicycle lanes on Chuckanut Drive. The "bicycle bypass" not only avoids making this critical link in the Bellingham's 
bicycle network, but even the City' s own bicycle map illustrates the crucial fact that the City, at this time, does not 
recognize 14th Street as a viable route for bicyclists traversing the City. See City of Bellingham Bicycle Routes, Exh. 
hA" 

Finally. it is noted that several of the diagrams provided by the Planning staff include shared lanes of traffic for automobiles and 
bicycles along portions of Harris Avenue. We would urge the Commission to specifically adopt a finding that only delineated 
bicycle lanes along Harris Avenue are appropriate. Following years of discussions between business owners and the City, 
including Public Works staff, it has been determined by the staff that where space is available, bike lanes should be utilized to the 
exclusion of other possible traffic markers. Indeed, with the most recent project on Northwest Avenue, City staff conducted a 
comprehensive review of shared lane traffic controls including materials prepared by the Washington Department of 
Transportation and the National Association of City Transportation Officials and, based on discussions of the same with City 
Council, concluded that such shared lane options were inappropriate. Accordingly, those portions of the Draft that contemplate 
such uses should be revised to reflect current city policy. See, e.g., Draft pg. 41. 

A large portion of the Whatcom County REAL TORS® Quality of Life program involves creating a healthy community that 
protects and preserves our natural resources. Given this City's leadership on environmental issues and its commitment to 
reducing reliance on motorized vehicles, we believe that now is the time to demonstrate that commitment and work Lo increase 
alternative transportation options not only in Fairhaven, but all across Bellingham. 

( , <.L-<' ,/ '"" -

R. Perry Eskridge 
Government Affairs Director 

cc: Board 
File 
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April 19, 2012 

Planning and Development Commission 
City of Bellingham 
Pla1ming and Community Development Department 
210 Lottie Street 
Bellingham, WA 98226 

Re: Fairhaven Neighborhood & Urban Village Plan 

Dear Planning Commission Members: 

Br.idlcy D. Swanson 

Scot S. Swanson 

Peter R. Dworkin 

~fark J\. Lackey 

I lu~h C. Klinedinst 

Krisren C. Re id 

First, thank you very much for all the time and effort that you have and will put 
into this process. As you have heard and will hear, this has been a long, but soon to be 
very productive, effort. The neighborhood and the entire city will benefit from the hard 
work that you are putting into this process. 

My wife and I own the Bellingham Tennis Club. We are members of both the 
FVA and OFA. ln addition, I represent a number of prope1ty owners in the Fairhaven 
commercial core and industrial area. Finally, 1 have been involved in multiple planning 
projects in Fairhaven in the past. I have experienced, first hand, the negative implications 
that arise from a less than articulate Neighborhood Plan iJ1 conjunction with overly 
complicated and inconsistent planning codes. 

Based upon all of this, the hope is that the new Fairhaven Neighborhood & Urban 
Village Plan will be an efficient, effective and useable plamling document for Fall-haven. 

I. Comments to the March 20, 2012 Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Draft 

T he city staff d id an exceptional job taking the previous draft and rewriting the 
same. The latest rewrite eliminated the vast majority of the subjective, inconsistent and 
vague terms that had plagued the previous Plan and previous drafts. So the staff, and 
Greg Aucutt as its team leader, deserves compliments from all involved. 

l have identified a number of additional edits that would clarify and enhance the 
latest draft. I have used a Word version and attach a redline copy. Most are obvious, but 
let me comment on a few. 

900 Dll l)ONT STREET, BELLING! I A~ !, \\'f\Sl-ll l'\GT0:"4 98225-3105 
HI rrt 10'\.I 160.73-1.6390 I \ \ 360.671.0753 
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Belcher I Swanson LAW FIRM, rue 

Planning and Development Commission 
City of Bellingham 
April 19, 2012 
Page 2 

• Development/Redevelopment Potential: The estimation of potential redevelop
ment is understated. To determine the real development potential, an accurate inventory 
is required as well as contact with property owners to determine possible future Plans. 
This is what Ferndale did in their Pla1med Action-EIS process, with success. Most 
significantly, it appears that there was little or no evaluation of the vast development 
capacity on the Port of Bellingham property. Accordingly, there is far greater 
development potential in Fairhaven than what is projected. 

• Historic Resource Goals and Policies: The language used in the goals and 
policies in this section (see pages 14-15) directly impose upon the individual property 
owner the obligation to restore and maintain historic structures. This cannot be imposed. 
Historic preservation can only be obligated if the city is going to pay for it. Instead, the 
standard needs to be if it is economically appropriate to the property owner, not whether 
it is historically desired by the conummity. 

In addition, Lmfortunately, this Plan takes a step backwards. Imposing additional 
design review criteria over the industrial and maritime areas is not appropriate. See 
conunents herein. 

• Commercial Core: The goal of an Urban Village Plan must be to promote the 
development and infill of the commercial core and that all of this is done consistent with 
the city's comprehensive plan. 

Certain policies were included that continue to promote unconstitutional, 
subjective and vague language (see redlines). These must be eliminated to protect the 
viability of this Plan in promoting the efficient and practical implementation of the 
policies herein. 

• Industrial Areas: Does the industrial area not warrant Goals? This Plan must 
include goals for the industrial area that inc.ludes expansion and development of the area 
to promote jobs and economic activity. See additional reference to vague/inarticulate 
language. 

• Views: The attempted protection of views by a government is always suspect. 
The reason is that there are the clearly benefiting property owners (the uphill, current 
users) and the specifically burdened property owners (those whose prope1ty use is limited 
by negative regulation). lf this is to even be considered by the city, the specific "views" 
must be very specifically identified: Where is the view from, what is the view of, and 
what is the scope of the view to be protected? In this analysis, only those views from 
public spaces can be protected by city regulation. Naturally, if a private property owner 
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wants to protect his view, he can purchase view rights. But there is no reason the city 
should be benefiting uphill, private property owners to the detriment of downhill property 
owners. 

Accordingly, there should be no discussion of views without specific identifica
tion of the actual view to be protected, and the public need to protect such a view. 

• Residential Areas: Again, an overall goal of the residential areas is appropriate. 

• Public Areas and Policies: Again, a goal is mandated and should be included. 

• Parking: This is the greatest deficiency in the Plan. First, incorporation by 
reference of a 2011 parking plan that has not been adopted through the planning process 
is inappropriate to incorporate by reference. Please see the note on page 27. More 
importantly, if aspects of that plan are worth inclusion, they should be actually included 
here, discussed in the process, and then adopted or eliminated as decided by the city. 

The next problem is the city's current understanding of demand and utilization. 
From page 27 on, there are various references that there is sufficient and adequate 
parking. This is simply inaccurate: The commercial core does not have sufficient 
parking and any parking counts are inaccurate because of the significant number of free 
pru·king spaces effectively donated by the lmus family in the open "pit." Once the pit is 
redeveloped, all of these parking users will be displaced, establishing a serious deficiency 
in current parking com1ts. 

Another key flaw is the perception is that funding cannot be redirected from 
downtown. T his is simply incorrect. The CBD is effectively stagnant and will not see 
any additional infill. Any future development in the downtown area will occur in the 
vacant land coming forward out of the GP property. This is because new development on 
vacant land is much less expensive, more efficient and more effective than tearing down 
an existing building and redeveloping the same. Accordingly, without the CBD seeing 
ru1y additional infill, it has no further need for continued parking fonding. 

And significantly, Fairhaven benefits the entire city, not just Fairhaven. So 
citywide taxing and funding sources should be allocated to Fairhaven in order for it to 
fulfill its role of tier one urbru1 village. 

The solution? As part of the Neighborhood Plan, there must be a goal to develop 
a tmi:fied parking strategy in the commercial core and that a parking district be developed 
to address the issues, accurately identify the parking needs, evaluate possible funding 
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options and either parking management plans or creation of infrastructure to meet these 
needs. 

Simply put, parking could be the restrictor on future development that defeats the 
goals and policies of the Plan. This Piao must recognize that and implement a parking 
district that can address these issues inunecliately. 

• Sidewalks: 15 sidewalks in Fairhaven is a waste of space. My wife and I have 
had the opporhmity to visit a large number of urban centers around the world. We were 
recently in Chicago. I stepped the sidewalks off there and, with the exception of 
sidewalks along major arterials (i.e. , Michigan), the sidewalks were 15' or less. That is in 
one of the country's largest cities. Fairhaven will not have pedestrian traffic to warrant 
large sidewalks. This is important because as sidewalks go, development capacity of the 
neighborhood drops significantly. 

• Capital Facilities: Goals must be added to recognize the city's responsibility to 
maintain, develop and enhance capital facilities for Fairhaven and to address the need for 
regional stormwater facilities and/or a parking district. 

II. Draft Fairhaven Urban Village Design Standards (3/20/12 Draft) 

I did not obtain a Word copy of this document. So I will make my comments 
here. As with many planning documents, the vague and fluffy language gives those who 
must implement such language great concern. The more arch.itechu-al parlance that is 
used means the greater litigation that will result. So I would offer that vague language be 
eliminated (i.e., see the definition of "compatible design" on page 10). 

• Design Review: Do not expand or change the current design areas. The 
ex isting design review areas (historic approach, historic influence and historic core) must 
be retained. The need to maintain historical design elements has not changed and should 
not be expanded. 

This is a KEY POLICY ISSUE: Do the citizens of the city want homogenized 
architecti.1re? Throughout the design standards, there are extensive detail requirements 
for specific materials, locations, uses, articulations, etc. Govenunental dictation of 
architectural design leads to elimination of architectural creativity. Look at Issaquah, 
North Bend, Leavenworth, etc. In each of these communities, the city has imposed very 
specific design gu idelines. The result is an artificial, "Disneyesque", homogenized 
feeling. Contrast these areas with Vancouver's Gas Town, Portland's Pearl District, 
Seattle's Fremont area, San Fancisco or even Barcelona, Spain (this list goes on) . These 
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areas are known and defined by their unique, stunning and vibrant architectural diversity. 
That is what the city must allow in Fairhaven - outside the historic core currently 
Sllbject to Historic Commission review, private property owners must be allowed the 
freedom to create diverse concepts of architecture. Not a dull, bland landscape of 
sameness. 

• Historic Influence Design Review Area: The policies set forth on page 16 are too 
vague and too subjective to be implemented effectively. It should be confirmed in this 
that the specific requ irements of applicable design code and development regulations 
supplant any of the language of the Plan. Th.is is applicable to all of the design review 
area narrative. 

What l see lacking in this entire design review analysis is the concept that design 
review for this area should promote the goals of the Fairhaven Urban Village Plan. 
Design review should not be considered simply a constrictor for architectural analysis. 
Instead, it must be seen as one of the tools to promote the goals of the Urban Village 
Plan. 

• Industrial and Marine Influence: The goals of development and expansion of uses 
in these areas are at odds with imposing design guidelines. These areas are far from the 
historic core. So why is the government regulating design? Note that the policies for 
each reference pedestrian-friendly concepts - not appropriate in an industrial area. But 
policies for neither address the underlying public policy to promote development of these 
areas for the specified uses. 

• Chapter 3: New Construction: On page 21 , there are "specific design standards." 
Are these applicable in all design review areas? It appears as if they are. Such 
application is clearly inconsistent with the different pla1ming needs for each area. Let me 
point out a couple of specifics. 

Under B(l)(a)(2)(21), the one size fits all standard is impossible to apply. 
Consider the tennis club. If this property was redeveloped, the standard would require us 
to orient the face of the building towards the trail. This is simply impossible. 

In Pedestrian Connectivity on page 23, pedestrian walkways tlu-ough full block 
developments will simply destroy the developability of large properties. The economic 
and ecological efficiencies realized from large buildings will be destroyed if they have to 
be cut up for pedestrian walkways. Current development in Fairhaven shows that the 
commercial space created by such walkways is not economically viable. This should not 
be included. 
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Building Design referenced on page 24 begins the implementation of a "full 
employment for lawyers" provision: Reference to ''.floors" will only promote litigation. 
Instead of any reference to "floors," all design review and code must specify exact height 
dimensions. Fu1ther, it appears that the building design set forth on page 24 and 
thereafter applies to all design review areas. This is simply not consistent and such 
limitation should not apply in the industrial areas and not to areas outside the historic 
core. 

• Chapter 4: Alterations and Additions: Please see my comments above. Again, 
throttling of architectural design is inappropriate. Instead, outside of the historic core 
area, vibrant and creative architectural statements should be allowed. 

III. Design Review Code 

It is vital that the actual code be reviewed. And it is greatly appreciated that these 
were addressed. U1tfortunately, additional permitting/development obligations are 
imposed, thwarting the overall goal of this effort to streamline such process. 

BMC 20.25.020Cb)(2): Only buildings in the historic core should be subject to 
historic preservation conunission review. Imagine that the tennis club would have to go 
through historic preservation commission review to change the awning on the front of the 
building. This is an mmecessary and expensive (to the property owner and the city) tier 
of regulatory review. Further, identification of an "optional" review is a vo1tex - unless 
standards to require such review are included, all projects will ultimately end up there or 
be appealed because they were not put through that process. 

IV. BMC 20.37: Urban Village Development Regulations 

• BMC 20.37.320a: Permitted Uses: Commercial recreation should be an allowed 
use in Industrial 1-1 and I-2. Commercial recreation would include athletic clubs, batting 
cages, etc. These are activities typically fotmd in industrial areas given the large 
buildings necessary. 

• BMC 20.37.020.330(a): Standard Development Regulations: Reference to 
STORIES MUST BE ELIMINATED. Our firm bas been involved in countless 
lawsuits over the deftni ti on of a "story." Instead, specific heights must be referenced. 

Maximum heights - there should not be a restriction below 66' for the entire area. 
Historically, Fairhaven did have building(s) much taller than this. Further, less dense and 
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developed urban v illages in Bellingham (F0tmtain District, Samish, Old Towne) have 
heights exceeding this level. Given Fairhaven's existing urban core and level of 
development, there should be no height restriction of less than 66 ' anywhere in 
Fairhaven. 

• BMC 20.37.330(c) (page 10 of draft): If there are to be view corridors, they must 
be specifically defined: Specifying the location from which the view is to be protected, 
the view to be protected, and the actual area and height limit imposed. Within this, there 
can be no protection of views from any private property. 

Figure 330-c identifies height restrictions for view protection. First, the view 
protection at the eastern edge of the Fairhaven Neighborhood would be relatively 
pointless in that buildings in front of it would be able to rise to 66 ' . This would make 
such view protection there pointless. 

The view protection on Mill A venue and Mackenzie A venue are, likewise, 
pointless. Importantly, the po11ion of Padden Creek just before the Padden Creek Esturu·y 
has vegetation that is above, and will continue to grow above, the proposed height limit. 
Why impose a view restriction when nature is building its own blockage? 

Further, such view protection on Mackenzie between 8111 and 9th impedes upon 
private property that has already been vacated. Finally, what is the purpose of imposing a 
height restriction for view in an industrial area? If there is a view to be protected by the 
height restriction, it must be identified. There does not appear to be any public place 
where a view is protected through the height restrictions along Mackenzie. Accordingly, 
any such height restriction is an unconstitutional taking of private property for private 
use. 

• BMC 20.37.340(b) (page 12): 15' sidewalk?? As noted above, these are 
sidewalks appropriate in the largest cities in the United States. There is a trade-off 
between development capacity and sidewalk size. With this, there must be restriction of 
private use of pubJic sidewalks. Popping up around the city are fenced-off ru·eas in front 
of commercial properties, excluding public use of the sidewalk. This must be eliminated. 
A sidewalk is public property that must be open to all users. 

V. Conclusion 

On behalf of the Bellingham Temtis Club and my clients, I greatly appreciate the 
efforts that the Staff and the Platming Commission put forth investing in Fairhaven. 
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Please review these comments and reconunend to staff that such comments be adopted 
and incorporated into the next draft that moves on to the City Council. 

,PLLC 

Attorney at Law 

DKR:kms 
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On behalf of myself and the residents of Fairhaven Gardens Condominiums. 
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Our Concern 
:s> Before from 35ft. high roof 

~ 66ft. building will create a large wall 

~ Destroys surrounding property values 

•The view above is from the roof of Fairhaven gardens located on the corner of 
11th St. and Mill Ave. 

•The picture, on the left, was taken from the roof garden which is 35 ft. high. 

·Across the street is a very large piece of undeveloped property known as "the 
Pit". 

•Both the "Pit" and Fairhaven Gardens extend about 143 ft. from the corner of 
Mill Ave. north on 11th St. 

•Taking up about half the block. 

tThe picture, on the right, is what the roof view would look like with a 66 ft. tall 
building across the street, which extends up the block for 143 ft. 
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Fairhaven is a complex area 

~ One rule does not fit all areas 
• Heights north of Mill Ave. have been restricted 

to 35 ft 
• South of Mill Ave. slightly higher new 

construction has been allowed 
• Village Books is 3 stories at about 40 - 44Ft 

•It does not make sense to paint Fairhaven with a single brush stroke; it is a 
complex area. The proposed plan does not adequately refl~this complexity. 

·As owner residents, we purchased our property under the existing City code, 
which has been in effect for years and we had no reason to think that it would 
change. 

City of Bellingham Municipal Code 

Title 20 LAND USE DEVELOPMENT 

Chapter 00 ZONING TABLES 

20.00.070 - FAIRHAVEN NEIGHBORHOOD TABLE OF ZONING 
REGULATIONS. 

In no case shall the 35 ft. height limitation be exceeded for new construction 
and additions located north of Mill Ave. between 10th and 12th Sts. or north of 
Harris Ave. east of 12th St. 
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Current Height 
ResLriction 

North of Mill Ave. 
35 ft. 
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Proposed New Heights 

D 54 ft in Historic District 

D 66 ft. in Historic Influence Area 
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35 ft Tall Buildings 

> Blend in with historic buildings 
> Add to friendly village atmosphere 

•Fairhaven Gardens is an excellent example of how a new mix used building 
can blend in well in an historic neighborhood. 

•People want to live here because it is a friendly village near the water. 

•If it isn't broken, don't try to fix it by making unwanted and unnecessary 
changes. 

•People love Fairhaven because it is like "Main Street" USA with a friendly 
human environment. 
••• • •• ' •:• I !1 1 : 
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Draft Plan 

H eight Restricted Buffers 

FAIRHAVEN URBAN VILLAGE 

Height Restricted Areas > 

~ 
Currently 35 ft. area 

proposed to increase to 42 Ft. 

•Some of the area north of Mill Ave. is identified as proposed "height 
restricted". 

•This proposal will result in buildings at the north end of 11 St. creating a 42 ft. 
wall of buildings, which are across Finnegan Way from residential buildings. 

•A better transition from commercial to residential should be provided. 
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Built in 2005 - 35 ft. high building 

> 35 ft. 3 stories 
> Why is 42 ft. necessary? 
> Does 42 ft create more density? 
> Will 42 ft. create a better looking building than Fairhaven Gardens? 

•Do you need 42ft. buildings on the edges of Fairhaven? 

•Why have high ceiling height requirements in the Historic Influence area? 

•Higher ceilings do not create density 

·They are energy inefficient 

·The commercial spaces in Fairhaven Gardens have ceiling heights of 
approximately 10 ft. 

•Why not let the individual developer and architect decide on the 
appropriate ceiling height? 

·Visitors to Fairhaven would rather have smaller buildings than 14 ft. 
ceilings. 

•If someone wants to completely emulate the historic buildings without using 
much common sense, they could require coal stoves. 
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Structures 
On and N orth of Mill Ave. 

> 
D 35 ft. high - 5 new brick buildings 

• Historic buildings 

D Village Green Park 

•Blue line denotes Mill Ave. 

•Map show existing structures 

·New brick buildings at 35 ft. - GOLD 

•Judson Plaza 

•Fairhaven Gardens 

•Zielstra Building 

•11th St Professional Building 

•Fairhaven Bicycle 

•New brick building south of Mill Ave. at 40 - 44ft. GOLD 

•Village Books 

•Historic structures RED 

•Kulshan Building 

•Fairhaven Library 

•Proposed 42 ft. "height restricted" area GRAY 
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Undeveloped Land 
North of Mill Ave. 

"'----------....;;..---, l(NOX 

Eligible for 66 ft. high structures under proposed plan 

•Surrounding Mill Ave. between 1 Qth St and Finnegan are mostly new brick 
buildings 

•Expected to remain in place for at least 50 years 

•Only two pieces of property are eligible to be built to a height of 66 ft. 

•One is extremely large - "the pit" 

•One is very small - next to the Village Inn 

•Questionable if a tall building can or should be built on such a 
small lot 
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Why? 

Set new heights for "effectively" one property? 

·The "pit" is about 143 ft along 11 St. 

•At 66 ft. it will present a "wall" that could be seen from almost any point on 
South Hill 

•At 42 ft. it would still appear as a very large barrier 

·Will additional stories create more density? 

•No, just view condos for the very rich. 

•Fairhaven Garden condos are medium priced and the roof ~arden is a 
community asset. 
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Who Benefits ? 

One owner who invested in property under existing 35 ft. height limits. 
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Who Loses? 

Hundreds of residents north of Mill Ave. 

Who built their homes under current rules 
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Detracts from Village Atmosphere 

)> Restricted to few high end condos on top 3 
floors 

)> Adds very few units for density 
)> Creates unfriendly neighbor 
)> Towers 31 ft over existing buildings 
)> Looms over public park 
)> Blocks water view for visitors and neighbors 
)> Harms existing property values 
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Retain Mill Ave. as a N arural Boundary 

To the North 

35 ft Height Restricted Buffer Zone 

Allow 1nodulation of a small percentage 
of roof line 42 ft. 

•Prevent a 143 ft . wall along 11th St. 

•Allow roof modulation parallel with the sidewalk and street for interest, 
friendliness, and view protection 

• 80% of roof line at 35 ft . 

• 20% of roof line at 42 ft. 
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Fairhaven is complex 
One rule does not fit all areas 

~ 35 ft. high community roof garden 
~ Owner occupied condos 

• Purchased under existing rules 
• Current owners will suffer significant financial loss 

under proposed 66ft. and 42 ft. heights 

•The owner residents who live in Fairhaven Gardens have an award winning 
community roof garden 

•Whatcom County in Bloom - First Place Awards 

•Maintained by volunteers 

•Used by handicapped and senior residents 

•Kulshan historical building, located next door to Fairhaven Gardens, is about 
42 ft t~ll . but only at the peak of the roof. 
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42 ft.? 
Will c'reate a 143 ft. wall along 11th St. 

An Increase to 42 ft. will block views and cause a 
drop in surrounding property values 
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A Win Win Solution 

80% of roof line along street at 35ft. - Max. 20% at 42 ft. 

•Develop a win win solution 

•Find creative solution to leave views open for all to enjoy 
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Someone has forgotten 
that people live in Fairhaven 

We are asking for Common Sense, Consistency and Fairness 

Thank You, 
From the people who live in and love Fairhaven. 

•Why has everyone concentrated on the architecture and forgotten about the 
people? 

·Seattle's Pioneer Square is full of beautiful old buildings, but who lives there? 

•Urban Villages are suppose to include people. People who have chosen to 
live in and near Fairhaven want to live in a small city with beautiful water 
views. 

·Yoll have~ c;hoice. Is f 9,irhav~n goir,Q ~o ~~a pl?ce where people Wqnt to 
live? 

Presented by the residents of Fairhaven Gardens. 

By Sandy Pratt, representative. 
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Questions/Comments for Planning Commission 
4/19/12 Meeting re: FNUVP 

Laura Smith-clawson, 901 Wilson Av. Bellingham, WA 90225 (360)733-0662 

New Height Proposals: 
5lf 

Regarding the change from 36 feet to ~ feet within the core of the Historic 
District of Fairhaven: 

1 - Since none of the requests for a variance to the 36 foot limit have been for higher than 44 
feet, what is the rationale for imposing the 56 foot hig,11 limit wit~in t~e Historic core? 
The...-~~ Urvi. r of ~ 5 ho r rt.._ of~· :, ~ w.tl k K.Jlf r. 
2 - With t tte increased height within and adjac%'ifo the Historic Core there will undoubtedly 
be the need for more parking. The Fairhaven Parking Study says new parking will be required, 
and yet there is nothing that provides for the extra spaces that will be needed. These spaces 
will be not be needed only for the increased footage of commercial or residential space but also 
for the many places that will be lost due to the development of buildings on lots that now allow 
parking. The 2011 Transpo Parking Study shows that there is NO room for any increased 
parking within the parking distr ict boundary. There seems to be a disconnect here. 

3 - As part of the Urban Village growth plan Fairhaven was told that it had to build 337 units by 
2022. It's my understanding that since the latest Comprehensive Plan and its EIS there have 
been 240 units added that are not counted in that total. h is this. And, if this is to be left this 
way how can this happen without a new Environm,.e ta! Impact Statement being drafted?? l ,t 

/__ L ( ,, , L' ,, c· tl 
·7 l'y)O~i C.OU ri'KA. 0..S t~I':> \lY\j \hO~ 1\0 \ l 

4- Fairhaven's core developed in the 1900s, and buildings built recently have had'lo be Cf)rr.~ Q { 

designed to fit in to what already exists. This new plan leaves open the possibility of a total oJ +\ ~ 
shift in character of th is a rea. It should not be treated as equal to other Urban Villages in this -\l'rv-o .... ) 
town such as Barkley Village, the Sunset Mall area, Old Town, or the Bellis Fair area. One very 
practical reason is that most of the other areas have 4 lanes of traffic leading in and out, while 
Fairhaven has 2 lanes, and everywhere on the sides of all the roads in Fairhaven there is solid 
parking. 

Fairhaven is its own unique area and should be trea ted as such. 



To Whom It May Concern, 

My name is Katie Swanson and I opened Katie's Cupcakes, a small bakery, in Fairhaven 
3 years ago. I chose Fairhaven due to its positive mixed use growth, great business 
community, and overall atmosphere. I li ke the way Fairhaven has combined a village 
feel for both businesses and residents alike. l would like to see the Urban Vi llage Plan 
help promote the positive growth of Fairhaven. 

My concerns for the Fairhaven Urban Village Plan are the bui lding height restrictions, 
pedestrian walking area and parlcing. l thjnk il is important to impose height restrictions 
as part of the plan, but feel that a limit of two stories is too restrictive. I would like to see 
a height restriction in place similar to sycamore square or roughly 6 stories to allow for 
continued positive and responsible mixed use growth. I fear that a limi t of 2 stories will 
give businesses and residents l more reason to choose another area of town over 
Fairhaven and that existing businesses lookfog to expand may be forced to move outside 
of the area to accommodate their success. 

As for turning the district into a pedestrian walking village I can only see a negative 
impact on the businesses located in and around the area. The parking in Fairhaven is 
very limited and taking more parking away would result in frustrated customers. A 
walking village is a nice idea but in our climate would only be beneficial a small portion 
of the year. 

The Urban Village Plan should also have a detailed description for a parking solution in 
Fairhaven. Again the lack of parking only frustrates customers and residents alike. 

Thank you, 

Katie Swanson 
Katie's Cupcakes 
1005 Harris Ave 
Bellingham, WA 
360-393-4632 
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Chuck Robinson 
<chuck@villagebooks.com> 

04/20/2012 09:47 AM 

Dear Commissioners , 

To planningcommission@cob.org 

cc Kelli Linville <mayorsoffice@cob.org> 

bee 

Subject Necessary Elements for Successful Pedestrian Malls 

I am sorry I was unable to attend the Planning Commission meeting last 
evening . Robin Roberston said this morning that Commissioners expressed 
interest in the elements that have been common to those few pedestrian malls 
in the United States that have been successful . Those that failed--Kalamazoo; 
Tampa ; Eugene ; Chicago, Elgin , Decatur & Danville, IL ; Gal veston & Waco , TX; 
Baltimore ; Allentown , West Chester & Philadelphia , PA; Li ttle Rock ; 
Louisville ; Tulsa and others--all lacked one or more of t hese components : 

1) large and dense population of ''captive " users , including residents 
2) shortness of the mall (even Boulder, CO, which is several blocks long, is 
broken by cross traffic each block) 
3) sufficient parking structures and lots (Boulder has 6 parking structures 
and 4 parking lots within a couple blocks of the mall) 
4) special design features that attract folks (not simpl y closed streets) 
5 ) we l l-integrated transportation system 
6) heavily programmed activities 
7) strong anchors that serve as pedestrian generators and help enclose the 
space 

I am a strong proponent of pedestrian malls--when all elements are present and 
carefully planned for . I would certainly argue that nearly all of these 
elements are absent in Fairhaven at this time . 

More importantly, however , no proposal shoul d be made for a solution to a 
problem that has not been defined . I ' ve yet to hear anyone clearly articulate 
the problem that a pedestrian mall in Fairhaven is proposed to solve. 

Thank you, once again , for your work on the Planning Commission. I look 
forward to your recommendations to Council for the Fairhaven Urban Village 
Plan . 

Best, 

Chuck Robinson 
Village Books/Paper Dreams 
Locally Owned & Independently Operated Since 1980 
1200 11th Street 
Bell ingham, WA 98225 
(360)671-2626 
www . villagebooks . com 
Blog : http : //villagebooksblogs . typepad . com/village books blog/ 
Follow Us on Twitter : http : //twitter.com/villagebksbham -
facebook fan page : http : //www . facebook . com/villagebooks 


